THE MOST FLEXIBLE
MOBILE EAM APP
FOR SAP

Production
Enviroment

Easily adapts to business
needs without
customizations

CODING

Get proven results from the leading
Mobile EAM solution for SAP PM, now
on a proprietary no-code platform
Mobilize your maintenance teams for a step-change improvement in your KPIs. Increase wrench time
and uptime, lower costs and gain the exibility to adapt to changing needs quickly.
The Sigga Mobile EAM solution is proven by over 70,000 users in global asset-intensive industries with SAP.
The solution is now available on the Sigga Empower platform for faster and easier modications without the
need for coding.

Results our customers have achieved

Lower costs

Improved operational efciency

$10 M SAVINGS
-82% reduction in work order prep/tech costs

+10% MTBF
-75% Time spent to solve emergencies

Cut paper and printing costs, increase parts
availability while lowering inventory and carrying
costs, and reduce staff.

Increase asset utilization, standardize
processes for consistent, repeatable actions
and more accurate reporting.

Increased productivity

Cut paper costs and waste

-80% MTTR
+21% Technician productivity

500,000 sheets per month
-10 minutes per workorder

Increase wrench time, cut tedious paperwork and
data entry tasks, automate routines, and improve
resource allocations.

Cutting out paper with mobile devices reduces
waste and saves thousands of dollars in paper
and printing costs in addition to time-savings to
deploy workorders.

Better data, better asset management
Good asset management requires accurate, timely data for technicians, planners, and maintenance managers.
Printing, collating, and distributing work orders on paper and then data entry of the work results back to SAP wastes
resources, delays information, and is error-prone. Sigga EAM Empower provides real-time, quality data, to improve
the productivity and responsiveness of the whole organization.
Deploy and adapt as you go, the Sigga Mobile EAM is a proven solution by over 70,000 users. The Sigga Empower
no-code platform has an intuitive drag & drop interface based on maintenance processes, not software codes. It
empowers agile teams and super users to modify the app or add new routines with their deep knowledge in their own
workows. Users without coding experience can adapt the solution as needed for evolving requirements overtime.

Data accuracy
Reduce manual data entry and sync
data real-time with automated data
conict resolution. The entire workow
is instantly available to all, anywhere on
any device enabling visibility to new
problems for urgent real-time resource
allocation.

Enterprise-scale

Online/offline use

For high volumes of data and users, the
Sigga proprietary middleware can
uniquely provide trustworthy, marketleading performance and stability in the
face of high trafc and slow networks.

The native app enables ofine access to
data that technicians need in areas
without connectivity. Technicians can
review workorders, job site details,
manuals, parts availability, verify task
completion, and even open notications
for issues found. When back online, data
is automatically sync’d, and data conicts
resolved without user interruption.

Easy to deploy and scale fast
Many digital transformation initiatives fail due to low adoption, high cost of customizations, app
performance issues, and lack of scalability. Do mobile right. Sigga has 20 years of maintenance experience
designed into their technology and implementation support. We know how to accelerate your digital
transformation while avoiding disruptions to your operations.

Gain fast adoption

Mobile-first design

No coding needed

Deploy and adapt as you go, the Sigga
Mobile EAM is a proven solution by
over 70,000 users. The Sigga Empower
no-code platform has an intuitive drag &
drop interface based on maintenanceprocesses, not software codes. It
empowers agile teams and super users
to modify the app or add new routines
with their deep knowledge in their own
workows. Users without coding
experience can adapt the solution as
needed for evolving requirements
overtime.

Everything a technician needs for the task
at hand is easily accessible from one app,
one screen. Plus, the app is designed
natively for mobile devices to provide
greater usability, responsiveness,
performance, and ofine use. Data a
technician needs to complete a
workorder while ofine is within the app,
even if a new problem is found on another
piece of equipment.

Our proprietary no-code integration
technology uniquely allows users
without any coding experience to
complete the nal integration step with
SAP cutting out delays and extra costs.

The most complete maintenance solution
Sigga EAM Empower is designed for eld technician maintenance and repair workows from creating
work orders through notications of job completion. From one mobile app, you can focus technicians on
what really matters: simplify the registration and query of data in the eld to increase the time devoted to
inspections and repairs.

Orders

Notications

Execute planned orders, create new orders for
immediate service, reserve materials, capture
measurement readings, and record time spent.

Import SAP maintenance notes, create stand-alone
or order-related documents for notes, operations,
and measurements.

Measurement

Assets

View, create, and share measurement documents
and equipment data, online or ofine.

Look up equipment and functional location details.
Capture moves or changes to equipment locations.

Specications:
Deployment:

Networking and Security Features:

Sigga Cloud for scalability and low cost of ownership.

Ÿ

Wi-Fi or cellular data connectivity

Ÿ

Encryption (HTTPS/AES-256 bits)

Ÿ

Data management for privacy

Ÿ

Identity and role-based access controls

Ÿ

SSO (SAML, Oauth)

Ÿ

Authentication (AD, SAP User)

Ÿ

24x7 Security Operations Center

Ÿ

Static and dynamic software security analysis

Ÿ

SAP Certied Solution Best Practices Compliance

Mobile device compatibilities:
Ÿ

iPad, iPhones for most recent OS versions.

Ÿ

Android Smartphones and Tablets for most recent OS
versions.

Ÿ

Sigga guarantees the continued compatibility with future
versions of mobile devices or operating systems for Android
and iOS.

Solution integration environments:
Ÿ

The platform includes a library of ready-to-use, no-code
integrations with SAP PM

Ÿ

Open and extensible, the platform enables you to create
your personal service library importing other native SAP
services or creating custom services

Ÿ

SAP Silver Partner; SAP Certied solution compatible with
SAP ERP 6 or greater, including SAP S/4HANA
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Extend your digital transformation impact
Replace slow inefcient processes to extract or enter data into
SAP with Sigga’s suite of solutions for optimizing assetmanagement. Sigga Planning & Scheduling and Sigga
Warehouse & Inventory will extend your digital transformation
beyond maintenance technicians to planners and warehouse
workers to drive end-to-end operational efciencies.

Schedule a demo today. sigga.com
TECHNOLOGIES

